Students who are using Renaissance myON can click on the book titles to access the books directly when they are logged in to their accounts. Most titles have an Accelerated Reader quiz available.

**Suggested books for grades 6 and up**

- Creepy Costumes: DIY Zombies, Ghouls, and More*
- Eye-Popping Jack-o’-Lanterns: DIY Glares, Stares, and More*
- Make Frightful Props: DIY Eyeballs, Organs, and More*
- Spooky Haunted House: DIY Cobwebs, Coffins, and More*
- Scooby-Doo! A States of Matter Mystery: Revenge from a Watery Grave
- The Mystery of the Roanoke Colony
- Scooby-Doo! A Science of Sound Mystery: A Song for Zombies
- Scooby-Doo! A Science of Forces and Motion Mystery: The Rogue Robot
- Scooby-Doo! A Science of Energy Mystery: The High-Voltage Ghost
- Mystery of the Mist Monster
- Science Fair Sabotage
- The Cursed Stage
- The Vanishing Treasure
- Tracking Champ
- The Spine Tingler
- The Lost Page
- Death Sentence
- Tome Raider
- Curse of the Stage Fright
- Legend of the Gator Man
- Secret of the Haunted Cave
- Scary Folktales
- Ghoulish Ghost Stories
- Creepy Urban Legends
- Bone-Chilling Myths

*No associated Accelerated Reader quiz.